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Upon seeing the communication device in Whalreth’s hand, Kai couldn’t help but feel a mix of 

amusement and frustration. 

It appeared that the charm masters in the Ethereal Realm were severely lacking in skill. 

Even these supposedly powerful charm masters couldn’t create simple charms. 

Kai took out numerous communication devices from his storage ring and said, “Mr. Whalreth, 

you should keep this one for yourself. I have plenty more here. I’ll give them all to you. You can 

use them whenever you want to reach me. I can easily craft hundreds of these in no time…” 

Whalreth muttered in surprise as he saw Kai holding dozens of communication devices. 

Without hesitation, Whalreth accepted the communication devices and left. 

As Whalreth’s figure disappeared, Montane Daemon found himself in a state of disbelief. He 

hadn’t expected to actually encounter Whalreth. 

After Whalreth departed, Kai turned to Igor and Montane Daemon, saying, “I encountered some 

people from the Soulless Hall on the way and brought them here.” 

“People from the Soulless Hall? Weren’t they trying to kill you? These people are all minions of 

the Demon Seal Alliance!” Igor asked, confused. 

“The people from the Soulless Hall now wish to break away from the Demon Seal Alliance, so l 

brought them here. Blood Spirit Valley is large enough to accommodate them temporarily. I 

doubt the Demon Seal Alliance would anticipate this, Kai explained. 

“If these people weren’t targeting Mr. Chance, I wouldn’t object to them staying in Blood Spirit 

Valley, Igor replied. 

“Very well, then. I’ll take you guys to meet them.” 

After Kai finished speaking, he led Igor and Montane Daemon to meet Hanes of the Soulless 

Hall. 

Being fellow demons, they quickly became acquainted with each other. After the Soulless Hall 

sought refuge in Blood Spirit Valley, allowing them to temporarily evade the Demon Seal 

Alliance, 

Kai instructed Feenix to take the telepathic beasts and familiarize themselves with the aura of 

Blood Spirit Valley first, while he himself remained engrossed in studying the timepiece. 



Three days later, the telepathic beast had become completely familiar with the aura of Blood 

Spirit Valley, and its bond with Feenix had grown even stronger. 

During this time, Igor grew increasingly impatient. He was desperate to know who was 

responsible for the complete massacre of Blood Spirit Valley. 

“Feenix, how did it go?” Kai inquired. 

“No problem at all,” Feenix confidently declared. 

“Very well. Let the telepathic beast find out who was present in Blood Spirit Valley before we 

arrived. I want to know whose aura lingers in this place. Then, we’ll have the telepathic beast 

track the scent while we follow it to discover the true culprit,” Kai instructed Feenix. 

Feenix nodded and proceeded to give the telepathic beast some instructions. 

Although the telepathic beast had only recently been born, it possessed an extraordinary 

sensitivity to the presence of others. 

The telepathic beast circled around Blood Spirit Valley and eventually lingered near the entrance 

of the valley. 

After a quarter of an hour, the telepathic beast let out a roar towards the southeast and began to 

run swiftly. Upon seeing this, Kai and his companions quickly followed suit. 

Dalton and Rosetta remained behind. They were tasked with guarding Blood Spirit Valley. 

Additionally, the members of the Soulless Hall had just arrived and were still unfamiliar with 

many areas of the valley. 

Meanwhile, at the Henningsen residence in Henningsen City, Zayan and Ilias sat in the grand 

hall, waiting. 

Three days had passed, yet there was still no news from the Soulless Hall. 

“Mr. Henningsen, it appears that the individuals from Soulless Hall have truly betrayed us. It has 

been three days, and we have not received any news from them,” Zayan said with a serious 

expression. 

This time, he had brought Xavion to Demonia Mountain, but unfortunately, Xavion had died. 

The members of Soulless Hall had all rebelled, and Zayan was unsure of how to explain this to 

Talcott. 

Ilias reassured Zayan, saying, “Do not worry, Zayan. As long as these individuals from Soulless 

Hall remain on Demonia Mountain, we will eventually find them.” 



“Mr. Henningsen, what happened with the Summers family of Forlisle? Mr. Lefterov has 

personally invited the Summers family numerous times to join the Demon Seal Alliance, but 

they have consistently made excuses to avoid it. If the Summers family were to join the Demon 

Seal Alliance, we would have our own master of arrays. Then, we could freely utilize various 

charms and spells!” Zayan exclaimed. 

After all, the Summers family was widely known as a prestigious household skilled in the art of 

magecraft. Everyone desired to gain their favor. 

“Do not worry, Zayan. It won’t be long before the Summers family will be eager to join the 

Demon Seal Alliance.” 

A slight smile appeared on the corners of Ilias’ mouth, his face radiating confidence. 
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Kai and the others continued their pursuit of the telepathic beast. Despite 
running for an entire day, the telepathic beast showed no signs of stopping. 

Catina glanced at the telepathic beast running ahead and asked, “Does this 
telepathic beast know where it’s going? Where is it headed?” 

“We are nearing the borders of Forlisle. Beyond this point lie the territories of 
the Five Great Sects. Once we pass through their territories, we will be 
leaving Demonia Mountain,” Igor explained. 

Igor was also puzzled as to why the telepathic beast had led them all the way 
here. 

“Forlisle? Is that where the Summers family resides?” Kai inquired. Igor 
confirmed, “Yes, the Summers family resides in Forlisle.” 

“Could it be that the people of Forlisle are the ones who attacked Blood Spirit 
Valley?” Kai asked, confused. 

“It’s impossible. Apart from the Summers family, the rest of Forlisle’s residents 
are only Body Fusion Realm cultivators. They couldn’t have annihilated Blood 
Spirit Valley. Even if the entire Summers family mobilized, it wouldn’t be easy 
to destroy Blood Spirit Valley. Their strength lies in magecraft, not physical 
combat. Besides, Blood Spirit Valley has no grudges or debts with the 



Summers family. They have no reason to act this way, Igor dismissed Kai ’s 
theory. 

“Then it is indeed strange that the telepathic beast is running in this direction. 
Besides Forlisle, what else is in this direction?” Kai asked. 

“There’s also a place called Henningsen City, not far from Forlisle. The 
Henningsen family is considered the most prominent family in Henningsen 
City,” Montane Daemon replied. 

“Henningsen City? I’ve never heard of it. Mr. Lothian, does Blood Spirit Valley 
have any conflicts with the Henningsen family?” Kai turned to Igor for 
clarification. 

Igor shook his head. “No, the Henningsen family is very mysterious. They 
rarely interact with sects like Demonia Mountain. They didn’t even participate 
in the opening of the Celestial Battlefield this time.” 

“For now, let’s not worry about anything else. We’ve been running all day, it’s 
time to find a place to rest!” Catina said irritably. 

“You’re right, we should take a break. The telepathic beast has remembered 
the scent, so we can continue the search tomorrow. It’s a small creature, we 
don’t want to exhaust it,” Feenix expressed concern for the telepathic beast. 

It must be exhausted after running for so long! It started working shortly after it 
was born! 

After hearing Catina and Feenix, Kai agreed. “Alright, let’s rest in Forlisle. It’s 
also a good opportunity to visit the head of the Summers family.” 

Tyler had invited Kai after they left the Celestial Battlefield, and Kai wanted to 
take him up on the offer. 

Upon hearing Kai ’s plan to go to Forlisle, Igor and Montane Daemon 
exchanged glances. With a hint of embarrassment, Igor said, “Mr. Chance, as 
Demonic Cultivators, we can’t casually enter human cities. We can rest here 
and wait for you. It doesn’t matter where we rest as cultivators.” 

“I won’t be going to Forlisle either. I intend to bring the telepathic creature with 
me and hunt for some game in these woods,” Feenix declared, expressing his 
disinterest in visiting the Summers residence in Forlisle. 



“Alright, then the three of us will proceed ahead. We will return early tomorrow 
morning and rendezvous with you,” Kai suggested, leading Cloud and Catina 
towards Forlisle. 

Forlisle, a rather small town, boasted a gate that exuded an antiquated charm. 
Upon entering Forlisle, Kai and his companions encountered no resistance. 
Surprisingly, not a single guard was present at the city gate. 

Kai inquired about the Summers family and discovered that practically 
everyone in Forlisle was familiar with them. 

With the help of passersby, Kai swiftly located the Summers residence. 

 


